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Conclusions
Illustrative example – Extrapolation is hard!
Motivation
Replacing aging civil infrastructure is expensive and not sustainable. Certain civil infrastructure also are landmarks which cannot be replaced. Reserve capacity estimation is useful
for decision making regarding repair and replacement of structures. We improve estimates through measurements and system identification.
Problem
System identification in civil engineering requires significant amounts of domain knowledge. The task involves high levels of systematic uncertainty and unknown levels of
correlations between measurement points. A methodology for system identification of civil infrastructure needs to be capable of incorporating engineering knowledge leading to
robust prediction of structural responses. Also, the methodology should be intuitively understood by practicing engineers.
Sources and types of uncertainty in civil infrastructure
Cracked support of a bridge Uncertain vehicle position on bridge
Model-based system identification
Error-domain model falsification Bayesian model updating with L∞ norm-based 
likelihood function 
Finite element 
mesh
Material property Boundary 
conditions
Bridge curvature 
assumption
Beam case 1: Find posterior PDF of E Beam case 2: Find strain ε at x=2250mm under different loading condition
Traditional Bayesian model updating Modified Bayesian model updating Error-domain model falsification
Incorporate engineering knowledge
Not compatible with mental models of 
practicing engineers
Partially compatible 
Robust identification
Biased when error structure is not completely 
known
 
Robust prediction
Biased when error structure is not completely 
known
 
Understandability to practicing 
engineers
Not intuitively understood by practicing 
engineers
Not intuitively understood by practicing 
engineers

